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University oi California, Berkeley. California 
Call an n. x n matrix A = (IA(i, j) I/ with nonnegative elements 
irreducible if for every i, j there is an N for which AtNl(i, j) > 0, where 
AfN) = / IAtN)(i, j) I( is the Nth power of A. A useful result of Frobenius [l] 
is: every irreducible A has a positive eigenvalue J,,, which is at least as large 
as the absolute value of any other eigenvalue. This eigenvalue is simple, 
and its eigenvector has all coordinates strictly of the same sign. 
We shall obtain this result from the minimax theorem of game theory. 
Our main result is the 
THEOREM: If A is irreducible, there is exactly one rcumber &, for which 
the value of the game with matrix A - &I is zero (I is the n x n identity 
matrix). 2, > 0. Each player has a unique good strategy, and all coordinates 
of each player’s good strategy are positive. We shall see that this &, is the L,, 
of Frobenius’ result, and that the strategy vectors are the left, right 
eigenvectors for &. 
For two matrices B, C of the same size, we use the notation (fol- 
lowing rl]) 
B > C to mean B(i, j) >, C(i, j) for all i, j; 
B > C to mean B(i, j) 3 C(i, j) for all i, j and 
B(i, j) > C(i, j) for some i, j; 
B >> C to mean B(6, j) > C(i, j) for all i, j. 
\Ve first note that the result of Frobenius is a consequence of our 
Theorem. For if X, y are the good strategies for Players I, II respectively, 
we have n >> 0, y >> 0, xB > 0, By < 0, so that xBy = 0, where 
B = -4 - &I. Then xB = 0, for xB > 0, y >> 0 would imply xBy > 0. 
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Similarly By = 0. Thus & is an eigenvalue of A, and x, y are the unique 
(up to a scalar multiple) left and right eigenvectors for A0 with x > 0, 
y > 0. 
Now say 3, is any eigenvalue of A, and x = (xi,. . . , x,) is a cor- 
responding left eigenvector (1 and x may be complex) : xA = Ax. Denote 
by u the vector whose ith coordinate is [xii: 
Then UA > /J/u: the strategy for I obtained by normalizing u yields 
a nonnegative income vector in the game with matrix A - (A/1, so that 
/AI < A,,. Finally, if x1 is any other real left eigenvector for &, we have, 
for sufficiently small E # 0, x* = x + EX~ > 0, so that x* is a scalar 
multiple of x. Thus xi is a scalar multiple of x, and the proof of Frobenius’ 
result from the Theorem is complete. 
To prove the Theorem, denote by f(A) the value of the game with 
matrix A - AI. f is clearly continuous and nonincreasing. 
(1) f(O) > 0. 
For with x,, = (l/s,. . ., l/n), we have as the jth coordinate of x,,A the 
number 
Irreducibility of A implies that for each j there is at least one i with 
A (i, j) > 0, so that xoA >> 0. Thus f(0) > 0. 
(2) f(A) + - co as A - 00. 
For the ith coordinate of Ax,’ is 
(2 A(i, i) - + 
i 
which approaches - 00 as A + 00. From (1) and (2) and continuity of f 
we obtain 
(3) f(&) = 0 for some 3L0> 0. 
Denote by x, y any good strategies for I, II in the game with matrix 
A - 1,1. Then 
(4) x>O, y>O, xA>A,x> Ay,<&,y, 
so that 
(5) xAN > GNX, AcN’y < Jty for N = 1,2,. . . . 
(6) y>>O. 
For if we fix j, then choose i, N so that yi> 0, AfN)(j, i) > 0, the jth 
coordinate of AcN)y is Z;, AcN)(j, K)y, > A”)(j, i)yi > 0. Since AcN)y < #y 
and A,, > 0, we have yi > 0. 
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(7) X4 = 2x. 
For xA > I,.r, y >> 0 imply ~4,. > &YY, while from (1) we obtain 
x.4, < Aox)‘. 
(8) x w. 
For if we fix j, then choose i, N with xi > 0, A”(i, j) > I), the jth coor- 
dinate of x.4(“) is Xh xk ,4(“)(K, j) >, x, d(-V)(i, j) > 0. From (7), 
X’ -4”‘) = X~-.Y, so that 3Lzxj > 0 and x >> 0. 
(9) A! = a” ?‘. 
For tZ y < 1, ?I, x >> 0 imply xA y < A, NY, while (4) implies xri y > A,, XJ’. 
(10) n* > 0, .1c* d > & x* implies x* is a multiple of M. 
For we can choose E so that x + EX* = x1 has no negative coordinates 
and at least one zero coordinate. If x1 # 0, we could normalize it and 
obtain a good strategy for I with some coordinate zero, while we proved 
in (8) that any good strategy for Z has no coordinate zero. Thus .yl = 0 
and x* = - (l/&)x. 
(11) y* > 0, A y* < 1, y* implies y* is a multiple of y. 
The proof of (11) is exactly analogous to that of (10). 
(12) f(A) > 0 for il< A,, f(A) < 0 for i > &. 
For with A< 4 and x as above, we have xA = A,, r >> Ax, i.e., 
x(.4 - II) >> 0. Thus the strategy x yields a positive income vector in 
the game with matrix (A - AZ), and f(A) > 0. Similarly f(A) < 0 for 
a > a,. 
Assertions (B), (8), (lo), (ll), and (12) contain the Theorem, and the 
proof is complete. 
We remark that Karlin [l], going the other way, obtained a minimax- 
like theorem as a corollary to his development of the theory of matrices 
with nonnegative elements. 
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